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For more information visit 
www.themindhub.com or follow me on Twitter

@iqmobile

My current potential 
conflicts of interest

2023a 2023b

CHC PNA paper Carroll @30  paper

This is an “open access” journal!!!
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This presentation will cover the 3 major topics below
A. The premature death knell for intelligence testing in SP: Full Scale 

IQ v CHC composite scores.  SP is “stuck on g” 

B. A contemporary g-less network model of intelligence: The future? 
(McGrew et al., 2023)

1. Implications for WJ IV COG test and cluster interpretation

C. Using CHC COGACH network models to understand the 
complex system of cognitive and achievement behaviors (McGrew, 
2023).  “Beyond g”

D. B& C = 

The extant research evidence on IQ test interpretation has not
yet provided strong convincing support for widespread use of 

these practices in education:

• Individual subtest analysis
• Actuarial prediction from cognitive subtest profiles
• The long-term stability of cognitive subtest profiles
• Cognitive test score-based interventions (i.e., aside from g, no 

robust ATI’s)
• The diagnostic accuracy of the pattern of strengths and 

weakness (PSW) approach to SLD diagnosis (but look for  
Flanagan & Schneider, 2023 [R&R] paper re “buffer zones”)
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Research evidence or pragmatic/administrative 
requirements indicate that cognitive tests are a useful (but, 

at times, controversial & harmful) practice in such areas as:
• Diagnosis of intellectual disability (ID)
• Gifted?
• Forensic and legal settings
• Neuropsychology and cognitive neuroscience
• Research on the human brain
• Intelligence & cognitive psychology theoretical research
• Selective referral-focused testing
• Service eligibility decisions (e.g., SSI)
• …..

Intelligent 
behavior 

originates in 
the brain

The brain is a 
complex 
dynamic 

network system
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Pop quiz question

Draw a line from the top 
set of figures (the gray 
dot) to the one at the 

bottom(A, B, or C) that 
“best” represents the 

target

A B C

Thinking about intelligence a different (and better) way 

Lessons from the complex emergent behavior from the animal kingdom (e.g., birds, 
ants, fish, dogs, etc) and contemporary network science and cognitive neuroscience

Can a statistical-like index (e.g., g, Full Scale IQ) explain this complex behavior?
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Fact:  Psychometric or statistical g is the most robust replicated 
finding in (most?) all of psychology (over 100+ years of research)

Fact:  Psychometric or statistical g is the most single powerful 
predictor of educational and other life outcomes in all of psychology

Example of 
circular 

reasoning in the 
conflation of 
psychometric 

and theoretical g

Answer
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That is, a strong psychometric g factor is extracted from the 
positive definite correlation matrix among subtests in an IQ 
test battery…therefore, by inference, it represents (without 

question) some variant of Spearman’s original theoretical g
construct of mental energy…thus, proving the preeminent 
importance of the extracted g-factor reported in the IQ test 

structural research study

The conflation of  psychometric and theoretical g
demonstrates the circular reasoning fallacy

Most all SP structural intelligence testing 
research and practice (to date) has a huge 

elephant in the room

The three dominant psychometric g statistical models for 
cognitive-achievement research in school psychology research

no-g

g-centric
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• Recent WISC-V structural publications by both  prominent g-centric and 
mixed-g SP research groups found liberal mention of some type of general 
intelligence (g) entity (typically between 31 and 58 times) in the respective 

publications

• One of these WISC-V pubs referenced some variant of g over 170 times! 

• Frequently a myriad of g terms is used with the reader left to infer, from the 
surrounding context or reference citations, if the authors are referring to 
theoretical or psychological g or psychometric or statistical g—or perhaps 

both.

• I have also committed the same error in much of my past research

The conflation of  psychometric and theoretical g is 
endemic in SP IQ test structural research

Enigmatic (Barbey, 2018) 

Far from the mystical energy idea…but 
far from a foundational understanding 
what it is  (Protzko & Colom, 2021a) 

A black hole (Bruton, 2021)

Theoretical or psychological g, after 
100+ years of research, is still:

15
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Theoretical or psychological g, after 
100+ years of research, is still:

Almost a century after Spearman’s (1927) famous treatise 
on general intelligence, it still is unclear what g is

2023

Theoretical or psychological g, after 100+ years of 
research…

More accurately, we have no cumulative robust evidence for a 
theoretical/psychological brain-based g-mechanism
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Theoretical or psychological g, after 100+ years of 
research…

The Loch Ness Monster of 
psychology, especially 

school psychology 

(McGrew, 2021a, 2021b)

Let’s compare evidence in support of the g construct as an 
ability vs broad CHC stratum II constructs as abilities
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Structural

Developmental

Neurocognitive

Heritability

Achievement

Types of  Supporting Evidence for 
Distinct CHC abilities (John “no-g” Horn;

Horn, 1991; Horn & Knoll, 1997)

Structural - evidence of individual differences; factor analysis studies

21
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Developmental - evidence of change in abilities from infancy to old age

Neurocognitive - evidence of relations to indicators of 
physiological and neurological functioning

(2018)
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Cognitive neuroscience network theories

Neurocognitive - evidence of relations to indicators of 
physiological and neurological functioning

Structural networks were identified using machine-learning graph neural network by clustering 
anatomical brain properties measured in 838 individuals enrolled in the WU-Minn Young Adult Human 
Connectome Project. Functional networks were adapted from seven Resting State Networks 

We then analyzed the results of 15 cognitive tasks and estimated five latent abilities: fluid reasoning (Gf), 
crystallized intelligence (Gc), memory (Mem), executive functions (EF), and processing speed (Gs).

25
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Neurocognitive - evidence of relations to indicators of 
physiological and neurological functioning

• All cognitive abilities were associated 
with several interacting brain 
subnetworks

• Brain subnetworks likely involved in 
different cognitive abilities

• The findings suggest that the distinct 
stratum II abilities are associated with 
different combinations of brain 
subnetworks

Heritability - evidence of relations among persons related 
biologically in different degrees

“the different intelligences appear to stem from separate 
genetic and environmental determiners...[and] different 
sets of genes determine structures and functions of the 
brain and that these different structures and functions 
support cognitive abilities” (Horn & Knoll, 1997; p. 81).
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Heritability - evidence of relations among 
persons related biologically in different degrees

Heritability - evidence of relations among 
persons related biologically in different degrees
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• Two recent large sample twin studies (one of which is a 
meta-analysis of a total of 863,041 twin comparisons)

• Confirm Horn’s opinion that CHC broad specific 
cognitive abilities demonstrate differential heritability 
and heritability as strong (or stronger) than psychometric 
g, even after psychometric g heritability is statistically 
removed

(Malanchini et al., 2020, Zhou, Wang, Gidziela, Rimfeld, 
Malanchini and Plomin, 2022)

Heritability - evidence of relations among 
persons related biologically in different degrees

Achievement/outcome - evidence of predictions of school 
performance and occupational levels
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Achievement/outcome - evidence of predictions of school 
performance and occupational levels

Being “stuck on g” increases the probability of harmful impact
for certain groups

The historical reality is the intelligence (g - IQ score) has 
multiple negative historical roots

Conflating psychological and psychometric g tends to promote 
(imply) the inaccurate, negative and harmful notion of 

“biological determination and the immutability of 
intelligence”(Holden & Hart, 2022)
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To g…or not to g

We (SP) have been (and 
are) “stuck on g”

g

Gf Gc Gl Gwm Gv GaGrwR Gr GsGq

The classic hierarchical (Carroll) g model (mixed g)
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g

GrwR

Gf

Gc

Gl

Gwm

Gv

Ga

Gr

Gs

No-g (Horn model) multiple regression or path analysis 
model studies

Multiple regression studies using the WJ-
R, WJ III and WJ IV standardization 

samples provide evidence supporting the 
developmental importance of specific 
CHC broad scores in the prediction of 

reading, writing, and math achievement 
in grade-school children 

(Cormier et al. 2017a, 2017b; Cormier et 
al. 2016; Evans et al. 2002; Floyd et al. 
2003, 2008; McGrew & Hessler 1995; 

McGrew & Knopik 1993). 

Gf

Gc

Gwm

Ga

GrwR

No-g multiple regression or path analysis model studies

Example of type of results

• Multiple CHC broad abilities are related to 
school achievement

• CHC ability X ACH ability X developmental 
(age) interactions 
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g
GrwR

Direct effects

Indirect effects

Gf

Gc

Gl

Gwm

Gv

Ga

Gr

Gs

Hierarchical mixed-g structural equation modeling (SEM) studies

Example of type of results
An extensive number of WJ-R, 

WJ III and WJ IV g+specific 
abilities studies completed by 

Keith, Reynolds, and colleagues 
(e.g., Caemmerer et al. 2018, 
2020; Floyd et al. 2003, 2007, 

2008, 2009; Hajovsky et al. 2014; 
Keith 1999; Keith and Dunbar 

1984; Keith and Reynolds 2010, 
2018; McGrew et al. 1997; Meyer 
and Reynolds 2017; Niileksela et 

al. 2016; Reynolds et al. 2013; 
Reynolds and Keith 2017; 

Reynolds and Turek 2012; Taub 
et al. 2008; Vanderwood et al. 

2002)

g
GrwR

Direct effects

Indirect effects

Gf

Gc

Gl

Gwm

Gv

Ga

Gr

Gs

Hierarchical mixed-g structural equation modeling (SEM) studies

• Psychometric g has direct 
and indirect effects 

(meditated by broad CHC 
abilities) on ach

• Some broad CHC abilities 
have direct effects on ach

above and beyond g

Example of type of results
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GrwR

Example of type of 
results

g

CHC broad ability scores are 
considered nothing more than a

minor nuisance (i.e., left over trivial 
residual sources of variance after 

psychometric g is accounted for) and 
should be avoided in test 

interpretation (McGill et al., 2018). 

“The primary interpretation of 
subscale scores [composite CHC 

scores] may be misguided as….many 
of these scores are not adequately 

located by popular IQ tests and, even 
when located, often lack sufficient 

unique reliable variance for 
confidant clinical interpretation” 

(Farmer et al., 2021; emphasis added) 

g-centricGf

Gc

Gl

Gwm

Gv

Ga

Gr

Gs

CHC broad ability scores are considered nothing more than a minor nuisance (i.e., 
left over trivial residual sources of variance after psychometric g is accounted for)

and should be avoided in test interpretation (McGill et al., 2018). 

“The primary interpretation of subscale scores [composite CHC scores] may be 
misguided as….many of these scores are not adequately located by popular IQ tests 
and, even when located, often lack sufficient unique reliable variance for confidant 

clinical interpretation” (Farmer et al., 2021; emphasis added) 

In case you missed it from the school psychology 
literature or social media from the g-centric researchers

g-centric
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g-centric

The elephant in the 
room – conflation of 
psychological and 

psychometric g

The  
echo chamber

The rusty linchpin -
omega hierarchical 

subscale

Beyond g – “You 
can’t handle the 

truth”

The Wheel of Issues with the g-centrists (“just say no to 
CHC composite score interpretation”) research and message

SP’s “big fish in small 
pond” mindset

The law of the 
instrument problem –

give a child a 
hammer….
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no-g

g-centric

g-centric no-g

Mixed-g
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In their recent IQ test DI SP journal 
article, Farmer et al. (2021) includes

13 references that include at least 
one member of the g-centric SP 

research group while concurrently 
including NO references to any of 

the mixed-g SP research. 

The McGill et al. (2018) paper is a primary 
source for arguing against the incremental 
value of CHC broad ability scores above 

and beyond g or full scale scores. The 
McGill et al. (2018) paper includes 34

references that include at least one member 
of the g-centric SP research group, but only 
3 references that include a member of the 

mixed-g SP research group

In the Dombrowski et al. (2021) IQ DI article, 
the authors cite 19 references that include at 
least one member of the g-centric SP research 
group, but, again, 0 references to research by 

the mixed-g SP research group
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Most school psychology intelligence testing research suffers from 
the “big fish in the small pond effect”

Mainstream intelligence 
& cognitive psychology 

research

SP intelligence test 
research

PMA1

T2 T3 T4 T5 T6 T7 T8 T9T1 T12T10 T11

PMA2 PMA3 PMA4 …etc

…etc

G1 G2 G3
…etc

g ?

(Consensus Cattell-Horn-Carroll Hierarchical Three-Stratum Model)

Intelligence Testing 
Related Research:

Levels of theoretical 
reductionism and 

explanation
(Adapted from conceptual 

distinctions of Earl Hunt, 2011)

© Institute for Applied Psychometrics, Dr. Kevin S. McGrew, 012314; 
Rev.041922 

-rate of neural oscillations
-neural synchronization
-brain metabolism
-Reaction-time/temporal g
-ERP’s (e.g., ABR)
-mitochondrial functioning
-von Economo neuron (g-neuron)

-Human Connectome
-Functional brain networks 
(Bressler & Menon, 2010)

-“Rich club” network hubs
-P-FIT model
-Network neuroscience research
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Almost all of SP’s intelligence researchers are 
stuck on psychometric models (esp. 

psychometric g)

SP intelligence testing research is like the 
Titanic…it has taken on major water by 

ignoring mainstream psychology intelligence 
and cognitive psychology research

Where is 
horsepower 

in the 
engine?

51
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Thinking about intelligence a different way:  Learning from birds, ants, fish and dogs

What is the underlying causal g-type mechanism for this complex behavior?

Emergence – Emergent property models

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jaPgOkO5lzY
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“What we call general intelligence [g] is a by-product
of the operation of a complex system. General 
intelligence [psychometric g] is an index of the 

efficiency of the brain in carrying out cognitive 
processing“ (Detterman et al., 2016; p. 203). 

If psychologists are going to use and interpret intelligence 
tests, and rely on reporting a full scale or global IQ score, 

shouldn’t we, at a minimum, understand what are (and are 
not) the likely causal mechanisms of intelligence… and 

what does an IQ score mean?

55
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Network analysis of intelligence test data and network 
(emergent property) intelligence theories are here!

57
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Interconnected (causal interaction) models
• Dynamic mutualism (van der Mass et al.)
• Wired intelligence (Savi et al.)
• Cognitive network neuroscience theories 

(Barbey et al.)

Sampling models
• Process Overlap Theory (Conway & 

Kovacs)

There are several different network theories, all that do 
NOT include a latent g-factor or mechanism

59
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Important new network theories for SP to become 
familiar with

Process Overlap Theory (POT)
Dynamic mutualism
(cog-ach mutualism)

• POT explains positive manifold or 
psychometric g but dismisses psychological g. 

• Process Overlap Theory (POT) postulates 
that domain-general executive processes, 
located primarily in the prefrontal cortex 
and partly in the parietal cortex, are the 
main reason for the emergence of positive 
manifold or g (Kovacs & Conway, 2016). 

• POT proposes that domain-general 
executive processes overlap with domain-
specific cognitive processes more than the 
domain-specific cognitive processes 
overlap with one another and that any 
cognitive task requires a number of 
domain-general and domain-specific 
cognitive processes. 

(slide borrowed from Dr. Dawn Flanagan)
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…network (g-less) theories will dominate the twenty first

July 2023

I’m happy to see that the g-centric SP researchers are now 
attempting to use no-g psychometric network analysis methods

63
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Interestingly, these historically g-centric SP researchers do not reference 
their extensive body of g-centric research (that has led to the “just say no 
to broad CHC composite scores”) or use the term general intelligence or 

g in this paper.  The closest reference was commenting on how 
EGA/PNA methods removed the “general variance”

• Sample – WJ IV norm subjects ages 9-19 (n = 3,258)

• Measures – Selected the “best” CHC measures (test or 
subtests) from WJ IV and ECAD (full-age range norm versions) 
based on review of CFA findings across WJ-R, WJ III and WJ 
IV

• Goal – use the best qualitatively different narrow ability measures 
for each CHC domain

• Example – After Oral Vocabulary (VL) and General Information 
(K0) were selected, OL Picture Vocabulary (VL) not selected as it 
would be too similar to Oral Vocabulary (VL).  Therefore, OL Oral 
Comprehension (LS) was selected instead

Brief description of study sample and measures
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Visualization subtests

Phonological 
Processing subtests

What measures 
or broad CHC 

domains would 
you predict to be 
most central to a 
CHC intelligence 

network?

Primary 20 variable 
CHC PNA model  

(n = 3,258)

Apriori selection of 
measures to best represent 
primary CHC theoretical 

domains

Gl tests and Number Series 
(Gf) test excluded

Most central measures in network

Most central single measure in 
network

Do these central measures share 
common cognitive processes?

67
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Support for emergent property (g-less) CHC network theory 

• Validity of Gc, Gf, Ga, Gwm, Gr, Gs & Gq broad abilities supported

• Support for cleaving Glr into Gl and Gr

• Is not possible to provide differential support for any specific 
emergent network theory (e.g., process overlap theory; dynamic 
mutualism, wired intelligence) from these analyses

Implications for WJ IV test & cluster 
interpretations

(2014)

(2018)

(2012)

69
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Implications for WJ IV test & cluster 
interpretations

• Clear Support for 
Comprehension-Knowledge (Gc), 
Fluid Reasoning (Gf), Processing 
Speed (Gs), and Working 
Memory (Gwm) tests or clusters

• Numbers Reversed & Number 
Series excluded apriori—extant lit 
supports there CHC classifications

Implications for WJ IV test & cluster 
interpretations

• Perhaps the WJ III Gv cluster should 
have been retained instead of creating 
the Visualization Test

• The Visualization test (mdn rel. = .85)
can be interpreted as proxy for broad 
Gv instead of Visualization + Picture 
Recognition cluster (mdn rel. = .86).  
Typical SR/Vz r = .60. – Visualization 
test is a “mini-me” cluster

71
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Implications for WJ IV test & 
cluster interpretations

• The WJ IV Phonological 
Processing test is factorially 
complex (Ga and Gr) and may 
be a good pragmatic predictor, 
but should be interpreted 
cautiously as a “pure”  
indicator of Ga

Implications for WJ IV test & 
cluster interpretations

• The best Ga cluster in the WJ 
IV is the Phonetic Coding 
cluster from the Oral Language 
Battery
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Secondary “boundary 
specification” 23 variable 

CHC PNA model (included 
Gq measures)

Implications for WJ IV test &  
cluster interpretations

• Number Series has noticeable 
connection with Gq (mixed Gf-RQ 
Gq-KM issue raised).  

• Gf cluster might be impacted (low) 
for kids lacking in foundational 
math achievement skills?

• If low, follow-up with Analysis-
Synthesis

Gr

Gs

Gc

Ga

Gf

Gv

Gwm

Gq

Secondary “boundary specification” 25
variable CHC PNA model (included Gq and

Gl measures)

Implications for WJ IV test & cluster 
interpretations

• Glr cluster (VAL+STYREC) not strong 
cluster.  STYREC is likely best 
indicator of Gl.  VAL is a more 
questionable Gl measure. Supplement 
Story Recall with another measure of 
free recall memory (M6), meaningful 
memory (MM), or associative memory 
(MM) from another battery?

• Best proxy of Gr is WJ IV Oral 
Language Speed of Lexical Access 
cluster (Schneider & McGrew, 2018)
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The complexity of listening comprehension tasks is 
captured well by Osada (2004, p. 63):

The process of listening comprehension is highly complex. 
The knowledge and skills necessary for listening 

comprehension must be all utilized simultaneously. 
However, our processing space is limited. Before we can sort 

out what has we just heard, the speech disappears. What is 
worse, we cannot get the speech repeated. We must 

comprehend the text as we listen to it, retain the information 
in memory, integrate it with what follows, and continually 
adjust our understanding of what we hear in the light of 
prior knowledge and incoming information. Given this 

heavy processing load, listeners may lose 
concentration quickly and sometimes give up 

listening all together.
(McGrew et al., 2023)

PMA1

T2 T3 T4 T5 T6 T7 T8 T9T1 T12T10 T11

PMA2 PMA3 PMA4 …etc

…etc

G1 G2 G3
…etc

g ?

(Consensus Cattell-Horn-Carroll Hierarchical Three-Stratum Model)

What about CHC information 
processing models, which suggest 
causal relations between cognitive 

abilities?
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GrGc GrwGqGf Gwm Gv Ga Gl Gr GsLatent factors

Tests –
manifest

variables or 
indicators

Remember that working memory (Gwm) is NOT an 
individual differences trait-like construct (McGrew, 

2005, 2009)

Gwm

Gc Gkn

Grw Gq

Gv

Ga

Gl

Gp

Gps

Go?

Gk?

Cognitive 
performance

Motor 
performance

Environmental 
Input

Central Executive

Gwm

Gr

Sensory  & 
Perceptual

Systems

Attention

Acquired 
Knowledge Systems 

(aka, long-term 
memory)

Gs

Gt

(feedback loop)

(feedback loop)© Institute for 
Applied 

Psychometrics 
(IAP); Dr. Kevin 

McGrew; 03-18-18

Reflects thinking 
and research of 
Schneider and 
McGrew circa 

2016+

Significant research and theory 
has suggested that the 

information processing 
abilities and parameters 
(Gwm; attentional control; 

executive functions), which as 
a resource limited bottleneck 
complex, might correspond to 
the emergence of functional or 
psychometric g and be causal 

factors of Gf

Gs

Focus of Attention
(aka, attentional control)

Gf

79
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Gwm

Central Executive

Gwm

Focus of Attention
(aka, attentional control)

Gr

Gs

The Gwm-AC complex is a resource limited (constrained) 
system:  The information “bottleneck”

Cognitive processing/efficiency or attentional control/working memory 
complex may be most central component of intellectual functioning

81
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Of interest is the central role Gwm and AC-related constructs play in 
other areas of brain network research…

-2 -1 0 1 2
-2

-1

0

1

2

More product-
dominant/ 

culturally loaded
(Intelligence-as-

Knowledge)

More process-
dominant/ less 
cultural loaded
(Intelligence-as-

Process)

Cattell’s gf

Cattell’s gc

More System 2 / controlled 
deliberate cog. processes

More System 1 /automatic 
automatized cog. processes SlowFast

RETFLU

PPFLU

Gr

PAIRCN

Gs LETPAT
NUMPAT

GENINF

ORLVOC

Gc
ORLCMP

VRBANL SNDBLN

PPACC

Ga

SEGMNT

PPSUB

ANLSYN
Gf

CONFRM

VZSPRL

VZBLKR

Gv

Gwm

OBJNUM MEMWRD

VRBATN

Primary 20 variable 
CHC MDS+MST (as 
per Jones et al., 2018) 
supplemental model 

(n = 3,258)
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PNA suggests possible intermediate or cognitive ability or 
processing dimensions we may need to recognize in understanding 

intelligence and intelligence test performance

• System 1 (automatized cog. processes) vs System 2 (controlled 
deliberate cog. processes) continuum

• Cattell gf/ gc and / Ackerman PPIK continuums

Psychometric network analysis and related theories can 
inform and compliment causal modeling research

85
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Implications for intervention
research and efforts

“In silico” 
intervention 

model 
research

87
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Network intervention simulations

“What if? “in silico” simulations

“As highly central nodes go, so should go the 
network” (aka, the centrality hypothesis 

assumption; Robinaugh et al., 2016)

Evaluate the potential impact of 
changing the connectivity of the system

(Epskamp et al. 2018)

Network non-g dynamic modern models of intelligence have potential for 
helping with interventions that may help ameliorate social inequities in 

education

2023
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2023

(McGrew et al., 2023)
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These models, although important, do not help us 
better understand the WHY and HOW

93
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The combined exploratory–
confirmatory analyses of 46 WJ III tests 
in the age 14–19 norm sample produced 

robust factor results consistent with 
Carroll’s (2003) analyses.

Carroll was pleased with these 
findings when we jointly interpreted the 

EFA-SL results during our May 2003 
working session in Alaska. 

g

Gf Gc Gl Gwm Gv GaGrwR Gr GsGq

WJ III (ages 14-19; n = 1600+) Norm Data Analysis Supported 
Carroll g+CHC model
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Gf

Gc

Gl

Grw

Gwm

Gv

Ga

Gs

Gr

Gf

Gc

GlGwm

Gv

Ga

Gr

Gs

GrwR

The most central nodes/measures 

From CHC Structural Research to Cognitive-Achievement Network Analysis Research

Carroll Recommended More Higher-Stratum Research Designs:  A 
CHC Cognitive-Achievement Psychometric Network Analysis 

> .30+

.20 to .29

.10 to .19

.04 to .09  omitted

Baddely’s
Phonological

Loop?

Cattell’s InvestmentTheoryDevelopmental Cascade Theory

.16 .22 .35

.13

.14

.14

.18

.22

.26 ?

Ga

Gs Gf Gc GrwR

The most central nodes/measures = The “target system”

.13

PNA models have exploratorycausal potential when married with substantive 
and theoretical knowledge

CHC cognitive-reading composite variables (and partial weights) organized as 
per the developmental cascade and Cattell’s investment theories

Age 
(maturation

of CNS)
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Baddely’s
Phonological

Loop?

Cattell’s InvestmentTheoryDevelopmental Cascade Theory

Ga

Gs Gf Gc GrwR

Cognitive-
achievement 
mutualism –

many of these 
paths may be 
bidirectional

(Peng, 2022; Peng 
& Kievit, 2020)  

Age 
(maturation

of CNS)

Baddely’s
Phonological

Loop?

Cattell’s InvestmentTheoryDevelopmental Cascade Theory

.18 .20

.11

.11

.12

.42

Gs Gf Gc Gq

The most central nodes/measures = The “target system”

.16
Age 

(maturation
of CNS)

Ga

.28 ?

CHC cognitive-math composite variables (and partial weights) organized as per 
the developmental cascade and Cattell investment theories
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Baddely’s
Phonological

Loop?

Cattell’s InvestmentTheoryDevelopmental Cascade Theory

.16 .22

.35

.13

.14

.14

.18

.22

.26 ?

Ga

Gs Gf Gc GrwR.13
Age 

(maturation
of CNS)

.18 .20 .20

.11

.11

.12

.42

Gs Gf Gc Gq
.16Age 

(maturation
of CNS)

The most central 
nodes/measures = The 

domain-general “target 
system”

Ga

.28 ?

Note larger red 
font values

Academic 
domain-
specific 

cognitive 
processes?

• Cross-sectional PNA methods do not directly suggest
causal mechanisms in the psychological network. 

• The primary value of these descriptive models is their 
ability to function as a BRIDGE to theory formation and 

the ability to hypothesize, and empirically test or 
statistically simulate (in silico), potential causal 

mechanisms in the network (Borsboom et al. 2021; 
Haslbeck et al. 2021). 

PNA of CHC tests or factor analyses derived broad CHC 
scores can serve as a new lens by which to identify potential 

key levers for understanding relations between cognitive 
abilities, intellectual functioning, and school achievement
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PNA models of cognitive abilities 
can assume a pivotal role in 
improving CHC cognitive–
achievement relations SEM 

modeling research 

“The PNA methodology and results demonstrate how this 
relatively new methodology can complement factor analysis by 

providing a framework for identifying and empirically evaluating 
cognitive–achievement causal relations and mechanisms, with 
an eye toward improved cognitive intervention research [,new 

and more useful diagnostic approaches to learning disorders] and 
theory formation” (McGrew, 2023, p. 26)
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Final Thought
Research Is Needed To Bridge CHC Theories and 

Intelligence Testing Practices in Education

Use psychometric g (full scale IQ score) for pragmatic/administrative 
decision-making …only if you MUST

Recognize that the best available evidence and research, based on over 100+ 
years of research, suggests removing the psychometric g (statistical 

abstraction) constraint will allow us to benefit from what we do know (and 
don’t know) regarding broad CHC ability constructs and their measures

Its ok to interpret valid CHC broad ability scores as they represent known 
human cognitive abilities

Such a model has equity/diversity implications for intelligence testing in SP 
(Holden & Hart, 2023)

Use a proposed rapprochement 
bifurcated g model of intelligence 

test interpretation model
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Stuck on…or 
stuck by…g

• All there is is g
• Beyond g

• Instead of g

If school psychologists are going to use and interpret intelligence tests, and rely 
on reporting a full scale or global IQ score, shouldn’t we, at a minimum, 

understand what are (and are not) the likely causal mechanisms of 
intelligence… and what does an IQ score mean?
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Important new network theories for SP to become 
familiar with

Process Overlap Theory (POT)
Dynamic mutualism
(cog-ach mutualism)
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